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Dato’ Winnie Lim
 President 
Archinspire Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. 

About Us
We Inspire...YOU         

Find us at www.archinspire.com.my or www.okite.com.my

At Archinspire Malaysia Sdn Bhd, we have an unwavering passion and commit-
ment to provide the best interior aesthetics plus logical and practical solutions for 
daily living and business spaces. 

As the Sole Authorised Distributor in Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia for 
OKITE® Quartz Surfaces, we at Archinspire Malaysia Sdn Bhd understands 
every customer's needs by exceeding their expectations and we are proud to bring to 
you top notch OKITE® Quartz surfaces solutions to every project big or small.  

By leveraging on world renowned brand name of OKITE® Quartz, we inspire 
homeowners, designers and property developers to be more creative and innovative. 
We make every effort to go the extra mile by value-adding consultation and excel-
lent after sales service. With Archinspire Malaysia Sdn Bhd and OKITE® 
Quartz, we are redefining inspiration.
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OKITE® is a surface that, quite simply, is the stuff of dreams. It 
lights up your kitchen and any other areas of a home. It’s a unique 
compound of polymer resin and up to 93% quartz, one of the tough-
est and most naturally attractive of all minerals.
It is highly heat, stain and scratch resistant, is extremely durable –  
five times stronger and more durable than granite and non-porous.
It never needs sealing and it is remarkably easy to clean and maintain.
The composite material is made almost entirely of quartz, which is the 
fourth hardest natural stone and so it retains the same characteristic: 
strength, hardness, non-porosity and longevity.
Its physical-mechanical properties together with the variety of colours 
render it the ideal product for worktops in homes, offices, shopping 
centres, hotels, restaurants and shops.
Moreover, the intuition that such product would have had more and 
more applications, from the baths to the shower panels, from the 
washbasins to the accessories for the bathrooms, from architectural 
ornaments to all the combinations of design, rendered OKITE® the 
brand name to distinguish the product made in Seieffe, the leader of 
this field.
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The Histories of 
Seieffe Industries?
SEIEFFE Industries is a family established renowned multinational Italian Manu-
facturing Company situated in the heart of Italy that in less than 10 years has devel-
oped a reputation within the quartz based stone surfacing materials. Located approx. 
50km. from Naples, in the south of Italy, SEIEFFE Industries have a total factory 
area of about 55 acres in which the OKITE® plant alone is 360,000 sq.ft.

In 1995, although the Izzo Group has been present for more than 35 years in the 
fields that go from the bituminous conglomerates to the building industry, from the 
real estate to the financial services , the senior Antonio decided to invest in a new 
field that would bring the internationalization of the Group.
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OKITE® is a specially engineered surfacing material, created from 
the perfect combination of three elements:
o Quartz
o Polyester resin
o Natural pigments

OKITE® is an iconic product that offers such a high degree of quality 
that only true experts can create; OKITE® is composed by up to 
93% of quartz, one of the strongest and most appealing elements, and 
it is able to give life to a truly multi-functional surface with a lasting 
finish that needs no further sealing.
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One Central
Park

Mosque And 
Vanity Top For 

Office Tower



Bukit Damansara

Director Table



PORTFOLIO

Bukit Utama Condo

Amaya Saujana

Bukit Bayu Imperial Residence

Kinrara Puchong

Taman Esplanade



Imperial Residence

Kinrara Puchong

Taman Esplanade



PORTFOLIO

East Ledang - JB

Utropolis

USJ 12 Horizon Hills - JB

Taman Rinting - JB

Pontian - JB



Horizon Hills - JB

Taman Rinting - JB

Pontian - JB
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A-05-05, Da Men USJ Komersil, Persiaran Kewajipan, USJ 1,
47600 Subang Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: 03-5885 3909
Email: info@archinspire.com.my
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